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**Background.** Communication between health workers and patients at Hottentots Holland Hospital (HHH) is hindered by staff and patients not speaking the same language. HHH is a district hospital in the Cape Town Metropolitan District of the Western Cape where staff mainly speak Afrikaans or English and a large number of patients mainly Xhosa.  

**Objectives.** The study aimed to explore the effects of this language barrier on health workers and patients at HHH.

**Design.** Three focus group interviews were held with 21 members of staff and 5 in-depth patient interviews were conducted.

**Results.** The language barrier was found to interfere with working efficiently, create uncertainty about the accuracy of interpretation, be enhanced by a lack of education or training, cause significant ethical dilemmas, negatively influence the attitudes of patients and staff towards each other, decrease the quality of and satisfaction with care, and cause cross-cultural misunderstandings.

**Conclusion.** The effects of the language barrier were considerable and persistent despite an official language policy in the province. The training and employment of professional interpreters as well as teaching of basic Xhosa to staff are recommended.

The aim of this study was to explore the effect of the language barrier on the health workers and patients at HHH, to explore ways in which any related problems that emerged could be addressed, and to make recommendations on how to address these problems.

Methodology

Qualitative methodology was used to explore the experience of staff and patients with the language barrier at HHH. Three focus group interviews (FGIs) were held with purposively sampled staff (Table I) and facilitated by the principal researcher. Five Xhosa-speaking patients were interviewed by an independent Xhosa-speaking research assistant using an unstructured questionnaire with open questions. Interviews were audio-taped and transcribed, and the Xhosa interviews were translated into English. All the qualitative data were analysed using the framework method.

Results

The effects of a language barrier at HHH were described as follows.

Interference with working efficiently

The need to provide informal interpretation or to find an unofficial interpreter interfered with the efficient performance of the official duties of both parties concerned. In addition, the number of Xhosa-speaking nurses who could be asked to interpret was small relative to the number of patients who only spoke Xhosa:

> We all have our tasks that we have to complete for the day. Because, if someone calls me to go and translate, it is not the matter. But the fact is that I have something to do – I will not always be there. That is why many people go away without knowing the reason why they came to hospital. (Xhosa-speaking clerk)

> … the other day a child died, and the mom stands there, and we literally sit and wait for half an hour for an interpreter, so that I can’t talk to this mother about her child that died. (Afrikaans-speaking doctor)

Causing uncertainty about the accuracy of interpretation

Even when someone was found to translate, the non-Xhosa-speaking staff aired their concern about what the translators told them:

> And you also don’t know what they say to each other. The patient gave a lot of words then the interpreter only say these few … (Afrikaans-speaking nurse)

Being enhanced by a lack of training

It emerged clearly that Xhosa-speaking personnel who had a medical background were much more comfortable with having to translate than personnel without a medical background.

> … we got different jobs … he’s a clerk and the other one is a cleaner and the other is a whatever. So, they don’t know the medical terms. So, that makes really very difficult for them to translate. (Xhosa-speaking sister)

The non-Xhosa-speaking staff also repeatedly expressed that they wanted to learn Xhosa:

> If they only had a little word every day. Today we learn this word and we all only speak this word … we will be able to say a whole sentence full in a week’s time. We will not be able to speak fluently, no, but we will at least be able to understand a little bit. (Afrikaans-speaking nurse)

It emerged that the educational level of the patient was felt to be a big stumbling block, especially in the case of older Xhosa people.

> I feel bad [about the communication], because I am not well educated. I was born during those days when education was not important, the only thing which was very important was the livestock. To look after the cattle. (Elderly male Xhosa patient)

Causing ethical and medico-legal dilemmas

It was felt that the rights of both patients and staff were compromised, and that the autonomy of neither was respected.

> … we are very few, like the Africans. And lots of our patients here are mainly Africans. (Xhosa-speaking sister)

> And you also don’t know what they say to each other. The patient gave a lot of words then the interpreter only say these few … (Afrikaans-speaking nurse)

> … we got different jobs … he’s a clerk and the other one is a cleaner and the other one is a whatever. So, they don’t know the medical terms. So, that makes really very difficult for them to translate. (Xhosa-speaking sister)

The non-Xhosa-speaking staff also repeatedly expressed that they wanted to learn Xhosa:

> If they only had a little word every day. Today we learn this word and we all only speak this word … we will be able to say a whole sentence full in a week’s time. We will not be able to speak fluently, no, but we will at least be able to understand a little bit. (Afrikaans-speaking nurse)

It emerged that the educational level of the patient was felt to be a big stumbling block, especially in the case of older Xhosa people.

> I feel bad [about the communication], because I am not well educated. I was born during those days when education was not important, the only thing which was very important was the livestock. To look after the cattle. (Elderly male Xhosa patient)
Another concern aired was the issue of obtaining informed consent from patients for procedures. Because, many times, especially if some of them now has to go for operations, now the doctor explains to that person. The person agrees with everything. That doctor is not even out of the door yet – then they already do not know what is going on at all.

Confidentiality was another area of concern raised. One of the doctors expressed herself as follows:

What is very bad for me, many times what happens here is if the patient cannot speak English, then we ask another mother or another patient to translate. And it is so bad for the confidentiality of that patient, because I have already many times before asked other mothers to do HIV counselling for me for a mother and her child about HIV. And it is so inappropriate and it is so unprofessional and it is so bad for the mother, because the mothers then all know what the test is about and why the patient is there. But what other options do you have? (Afrikaans-speaking doctor)

Negatively influencing the attitudes of patients and staff towards each other

There were preconceived negative attitudes towards Xhosa-speaking patients among the non-Xhosa-speaking staff because of the staff’s prior experience with the patients. They felt the patients should try to learn English, and some believed that the patients sometimes deliberately did not understand what was said:

But many of the Xhosas, they do understand what you say to them. They pretend as if they do not know! Then they pretend to be stupid. (Afrikaans-speaking nurse)

These negative preconceived attitudes were also detected among the Xhosa patients.

… nowadays the doctors who speak English they don’t care about us, they don’t care how we feel. (Xhosa-speaking patient)

Decreasing the quality of patient care

Nurses and doctors shared their experiences of patients who were discharged without knowing their diagnoses, without knowing how to take their medication, and without knowing what to do with the letter they received on discharge. Because doctors and patients do not understand each other, many tests that have already been done are repeated unnecessarily. Concerns were even raised about patients dying because of the staff’s prior experience with the patients.

It’s a problem. He cannot tell the doctor for how long the child is sick, what the child drank or what medicine the child was given or whatever. Lots of people have already died because they cannot understand or say what is the matter with them. (Afrikaans-speaking nurse)

It also emerged that the language barrier was compromising the practitioner-patient relationship, which is so important for good quality care:

But your quality of care also deteriorates. We are now on obstetrics. Now you get the primigravida that only speaks Xhosa, and you want to PV her. All she sees is, you want to put your fingers in somewhere – where you may not. She becomes more and more excited, screams more and more, crawls up the bed, you become more and more impatient with her, because the more you want to tell her ‘I must feel how far you are dilated’ in English, the more she thinks you are some sort of perverse animal. And in the end you are impatient, and you push her flat to try and PV her. It is very bad, because the patient is cross with you for the rest of the evening. (Afrikaans-speaking doctor)

The gathering of accurate information and genuine participation of the patient in decision making was hindered by the lack of proper interpretation, the need to struggle in a poorly understood second language, and unbalanced power dynamics in the practitioner-patient relationship.

Interviewee: First of all I become afraid of the doctor and confused about the situation I’m in. In most cases I don’t understand what he is saying. I don’t feel right about it. I don’t like what they are doing.

Interviewer: Why are you afraid?

Interviewee: It’s because I would say yes to a thing which I was not supposed to say yes to.

Interviewer: So, you just say yes even if you don’t understand?

Interviewee: Yes.

Interviewer: Why don’t you want to say you don’t understand?

Interviewee: Sometimes I’m a little bit confused, and I don’t want to appear as stupid. I don’t want to say no because I don’t want him to leave me. (Xhosa-speaking patient)

The Xhosa-speaking personnel also felt that the language barrier caused patient care to be of a poor standard.

The caring or what must be done won’t be – won’t go right because of misunderstanding something … Because I remember one time, one of the patients in OPD had the STD and she was with her husband and the husband was chasing her, thinking she was getting the family planning. Then we have to explain to him that she is getting Bicillin 2.4 – maybe inside the room the doctor didn’t explain to him what did he [give] the injection for? (Xhosa-speaking sister)

Decreasing satisfaction with care

None of the 5 patients reported having had a staff member to translate for them initially and either had family members or other patients interpreting who themselves were poor in
Afrikaans or English. Some of the patients were assisted by Xhosa-speaking sisters in the ward, but only after they were admitted to the hospital. Even if the nursing personnel could just speak a little bit of Xhosa the patients found it better than if they could speak none at all. The patients aired their frustration:

I wish there would be someone who can interpret for us. A Xhosa interpreter who is going to help us when the doctor is talking to you and he interpret what the doctor is saying. A person who is going to understand what we need.

Patients expressed themselves quite strongly, some saying that they are ‘treated like coloureds, they expect us all to understand Afrikaans’ and that the hospital is a ‘dog hospital’.

Causing cross-cultural misunderstandings

Participants could not talk about their experience with the language barrier without also talking about the influence of culture. The non-Xhosa-speaking staff commented, among other things, about the influence of the sangoma and how some mothers keep on giving the ‘sangoma’s poison’ in hospital despite the fact that they have been told about the dangers.

One also commented:

And lots of them tie some of that ropes and things around them so tight, especially if they have oedema then it is so tight, now you want to cut it off … then they get angry. (Afrikaans-speaking nurse)

A young female patient said that she does not ask questions when she is seen by the doctor because ‘I do respect them’. Respect implies not querying anything the doctor says, and in turn the doctor mistakenly believes that the patient understands him or her, is satisfied and does not have any questions.

Discussion

This study has demonstrated how a language barrier in a typical district hospital can lead to significant problems for both staff and patients. It is likely that similar problems are being encountered in other South African district hospitals where staff and patients do not share the same language and no professional interpretation is available. Of particular concern is the erosion of the patient’s rights to confidentiality and informed consent and the reduction in quality of care.

Despite the existence of a new language policy in the Western Cape that recommends the establishment of professional interpreters in hospitals little has changed over the last 10 years (Lesch HM – unpublished data). The cost of employing professional interpreters has been determined and may be a barrier to implementation, but will be offset by improved quality of care and utilisation of resources.

Further research may be needed to plan for the introduction of interpreters. (Lesch HM – unpublished data).

Although interpreters are necessary, their effective use is also an issue. The need to inform and educate medical personnel and students as well as the patients on the use of interpreters is very important. Courses in communication skills should be offered to staff, and patients should be informed about their rights and the implications thereof.

As the doctors and nurses in this study requested, they should also be offered training in basic Xhosa. Although language acquisition as an adult is not easy the idea is not to become bilingual in Xhosa, but rather to create sufficient basic understanding of medical Xhosa and respect for the other’s culture.
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